
 

 
 

 

Topic 1e part 2 - Sea Level Rise - Altimetry in more Depth 

The satellites that are observing the Earth are really tiny little things. They're way up above the Earth's 

surface. We know that they're orbiting around, but you want to know where they are. How do we 

know where these tiny little satellites are?  

 

They're actually not that tiny. This one is about two metres long and about one metre on each side. 

But that's still tiny with respect to the height that it flies. So it flies about 1,250 kilometres altitude.  

 

And the idea of measuring the sea level is actually quite simple. You know where the satellite is. You 

can do that by GPS tracking, by laser tracking, DORIS tracking.  

 

And you measure at the same time from the satellite itself down to the Earth. You send a radar echo 

and it comes back. The time that it takes for the radar echo to go from down and up again divided by 

2, multiplied by speed of light, then you get the measure for the height of the satellite above the sea 

surface.  

 

Now, we only have to do the difference between the two. You know where the satellite is. You 

subtract the height of the measures itself, and you get the sea level. It's that simple.  

 

Now, it's not actually that simple because, as you can see in the picture, there are some things in 

between. There is ionosphere, which is an area in the atmosphere, high atmosphere, where there are 

charged particles. That is delaying the radar signal. There are also the wet-- particularly the wet 

component of the troposphere, clouds and water vapour, is delaying the measurement as well.  

 

And even just the air pressure is delaying measurement. So we have to take that into account. There is 

our corrections.  

 

But nonetheless, we can now determine roughly the height of the sea level with on the order of 

magnitude of 5 centimetres, taking into account the orbit determination, taking into account these 

errors in the atmosphere, and taking into account the measurement of the satellite itself.  

 

So normally we think of height as being something you measure from the bottom up. But the way you 

are measuring sea surface height is that you know where your satellite is and you're measuring 

downwards.  

 

Yes, we're actually doing the reverse, indeed. We're starting at the top. We know where the satellite is 

and we're measuring down, and then we take the difference.  

 

But at the same time, you can also see it as from the bottom up because the sea level actually has 

several components. One of it is called a geoid. That would be if there would be no current and there 

would only be water on the planet, that would be the shape of the geoid. The geoid is not flat. There 

are some undulations in it.  

 

And on top of that, we have what we call a dynamic topography. That's the height of the ocean that is 

a result of the ocean currents. Those can be large-scale. They can be small-scale. All of that can be 



 

 
 

measured by altimetry because the slope of that dynamic topography determines whether the current 

is going into the picture here or coming out of the picture.  

 

So you can measure the shape of the sea surface. And this is altimetry. This is the measurements-- this 

is the name of this measurement is satellite altimetry. And what is up in the sky making this 

measurement?  

 

Well, so we have-- this is only one in this picture. But in fact, we have a number of them. At the 

moment we have six active satellite altimeters-- satellite radar altimeters, I should say. And each of 

them have more or less a different purpose. They have a different purpose, but they can also 

contribute all to the measurement of the global oceans.  

 

So we've got a map of a patch of the ocean here.  

 

Yes.  

 

And tell me about these little lines.  

 

Yeah. So in fact, I made this picture just after Sentinel-3 had launched. And you can see Sentinel-3 

coming in from North to the South. This was on the 1st of March, just after the instruments were 

switched on. And I found it interesting to show all these tracks crossing where the Gulf Stream goes. 

The Gulf Stream goes through this image.  

 

So we've got-- this is the north of Canada.  

 

Yes. Yeah, we have New Brunswick there. And we have Newfoundland over there.  

 

So this is a relatively-- so we've got this-- this is quite a big patch of the ocean, this 40 degrees over 

there, 70 degrees over.  

 

Yeah. So this is about 3,000 kilometres, a little bit more.  

 

And the colour is representing the height.  

 

Yes.  

 

The sea surface height.  

 

Yes, above the mean, I must say, because the mean itself is largely determined by the gravity field. 

And we'll show that later. But you can also see that all the satellites see these variations in the sea 

level. Now on the back we see an image that is created partially, or with altimeter data, and where you 

can see highs and lows. And these highs and lows are partially determined by where the Gulf Stream 

Current goes, partially determined by rings and eddies that are developing and also dying at some 

point again.  

 

So let's-- just the scale here, this has got from 0 to 40 in either direction. And the units are metres?  

 



 

 
 

No. The units here are centimetres. So you can see that if you have an eddy and cold core eddy in this 

case, that height in that drop is about 40 centimetres lower than the surroundings. And you can also 

have it about 40 centimetres higher in this plot. And along that track an altimeter would see the highs 

and the lows. And if you combine a lot of these, you can build up such an image where they all 

contribute to helping us understand the current conditions of the oceans.  

 

So it's an astonishing data set, because you imagine standing at the coast and looking out over a vast 

ocean, and it goes on for miles and miles. And you're talking about telling the difference between 

whether it's here and whether it's here.  

 

It's a little--  

 

From a long way up in the sky.  

 

Yes, exactly. So by using altimetry we can see tiny variations or relatively small variations in sea 

level that all mean something. And it's not only this measurement of the eddies and the ocean 

currents, but it measures more.  

 

If you look at some of these tracks, they go, actually, quite vertical, like SARAL/ALtiKa, which is a 

French/Indian mission. And we see CryoSat, which is a European mission. CryoSat coming in, there's 

Sentinel-3.  

 

And there's CryoSat. CryoSat actually goes almost all over the pole. It goes to 88 degrees North. 

Whereas Jason-2 and Jason-3 only get to 66.  

 

So Jason-2 and Jason-3, they don't see much of sea ice or of the land ice. Yet, CryoSat was actually 

meant to do exactly that. CryoSat does two things very well-- is determining the height of the glaciers 

on Greenland and on the continents as well, and, of course, on the Antarctica. And not only height as 

it is now, but also because it's not running only for one day but over many, many years, it can see the 

variations in that.  

 

There are six altimeters that have-- that are providing the data that you're using. So let's tell me-- 

you've got them all listed here. Tell me what they are.  

 

OK. So we have currently still flying Jason-2 and Jason-3. They are in a sequence of missions that 

actually started in 1992 with TOPEX/Poseidon and then was followed up by Jason-1, Jason-2, and 

now Jason-3.  

 

Jason-3 was launched only in January and is now starting to become operational. We already have 

good data from him. We're trying to evaluate if this satellite is now good enough to take over from his 

predecessor Jason-2.  

 

All of those contribute to what we call the reference data set. Particularly, we want to know if the sea 

level is changing, and how much sea level rise. And it's one of those reasons that the satellites only 

measure up to 66, because on the North and South Pole, there are not that much ocean left anymore. 

Most of the ocean is covered by those two.  

 

So then let's carry on down the list here.  



 

 
 

 

SARAL/ALtiKa is a French/Indian mission. It took over from a previous European satellite-- well, 

actually a series of them-- ERS-1, ERS-2, and Envisat. They were meant to measure the metre scale-- 

actually measure areas the size of these eddies and repeating extract for every 35 days. After Envisat 

died, SARAL actually took over and is still following that same track and is in that sense also building 

up a record, a long climate data record of sea level based on that track.  

 

Sentinel-3 is totally new, also just launched in February. And it is the new satellite that EUMETSAT 

here is producing the data for and has, apart from altimetry, also some other instruments. But if you 

focus on altimetry, it does more or less the same as SARAL/ALtiKa, it has the intent to look at the 

mesoscale. But it has a few features that will make it also very useful for the sea ice thickness 

measurements and measuring closer to the coast because that is one of the new things that can be 

achieved.  

 

HY-2A is a Chinese satellite. They started themselves also building altimeter satellites. And it's also 

in this picture. And it's quite successful. You see the track measuring very well, similar to all the other 

tracks. And then CryoSat is the one that we were talking about already, the one that is actually meant 

to basically measure sea ice and land ice but is actually a very good ocean altimeter as well.  

 

So it's all very international this. It's very-- it's very striking that there is contributions from lots of 

different countries here.  

 

Yes. So with the Jasons we started always with the US and France. We have the French/Indian. We 

have a European satellite. And HY-2A, Chinese and CryoSat, again, a European satellite.  

 

And we learn also from each other. CryoSat, for example, was a very good stepping stone towards the 

technology that is now used in Sentinel-3. 


